DIMENSIONS

TIMES-2

®

FOOLSCAP SIZE
8-TIER

2350mm

7-TIER

2083mm

6-TIER

1813mm

5-TIER

1546mm

4-TIER

1235mm

3-TIER

1057mm

SHELF:
WIDTH

762mm

DEPTH

382mm

180mm

Clear Space

787mm

180mm
1149mm

1149mm

968mm

Clear Space

968mm

Your distributor is:

THE FAST ACCESS, HIGH DENSITY,
SPACE EFFICIENT FILING SYSTEM

TIMES-2

®

ACCESS APPLICATIONS:
ROOM DIVIDER

• Times-2 is a high density, double-sided
filing system simply operated by the use
of a foot pedal.The inner cube has 2
usable sides which rotate on a fixed base.
The operator is able to access these from
one side.Without doors or shutters, units
offer efficient use of floor space by sitting
close to walls or screens

• Secure locking system with further
enhancements if required
• Flexible planning
• Versatile
• Greater capacity and space saving

• 50% of your filing is easily accessible at
any time

• Time saving

• No doors or handles

• Adaptable

In addition to filing and storage capacity
gains, Times-2 delivers cost reduction and
productivity benefits.When used as a room
divider Times-2 defines departmental space,
eliminates the cost of construction or office
screens, and still provides increased access to
all stored materials.The dual foot pedal
option must be specified in this application.
The double-depth design of Times-2 means
that both sides of the unit are accessible
simultaneously when used as a room
divider.When closed, access is denied to
both sides.

FLEXIBLE PLANNING

VERSATILITY
Times-2 is capable of holding a complete range of media. Each unit is configured to the requirement of

NEXT TO WALL OR PANEL

the user. The following are availabe in addition to standard reversible shelves and dividers.

Times-2, when positioned next to walls or
partitions, increases both capacity and access
to stored information. Capacity will increase
from a minimum of 40% to a maximum of
200% growth. Faster retrieval times are
standard with Times-2. 50% of all documents
are immediately available to the operator.The
other half is only a gentle rotation away.To
allow for full rotation of Times-2, a rotation
space must be designed into the plan.The
rotation space can be concealed with the
addition of a wall closing strip, and at the top
with the addition of an extended canopy.

BACK-TO-BACK
Tier-per-tier, Times-2, when placed in a backto-back configuration, delivers the maximum
possible storage capacity in the defined floor
space.The secret is the elimination of entire
aisle ways - yet access is never compromised.
Half of the stored material is still available for
immediate retrieval, and the other half remains
only a gentle rotation away.The rotation space
between back-to-back units may be planned as
either single or double-depth. Appropriately
sized wall-closing strips are available for each
dimension. Extended canopy tops are also
available to conceal the rotation space from
above. In shorter heights, custom wood tops
are also an attractive option.

ROLLOUT REFERENCE SHELF

SECURITY DRAWER

Our most popular accessory.The 5-, 6-, 7and 8-tier models accept the Rollout
Reference Shelf with no loss of filing space
when used with standard shelves

Confidential documents stay safe and secure.
The drawer features a double bitted key
lock and recessed drawer handle.

ROLLOUT DRAWER WITH
HANGING FOLDER FRAME

ROLLOUT CD-ROM DRAWER

Times-2 will handle all of your hanging folder
requirements. Drawers can be stacked (1) per
tier for complete hanging folder storage.

Drawer front and back are slotted every
25mm for adjustability. Dividers run the full
length front to back. Adjustable slotted
drawers allow for easy storage.

